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This project was undertaken to integrate mathematically date.

collected over two years to evaluate a curriculum. A multi-step

procedure was d6ised and implemented which uses renression procedures

to generate decision weights for variables included in the decision

expressions. Longitudinal data related to two curriculum components

were examined to illustrate the feasibility of implementing the pro-

cedure for curricular decision making', This procedure provides an

empirical rationale for assigning decision-weights to variables and

illustrates how to combine the weighted variahles render a decision

regarding the effectiveness of a curricular component.
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Comprehensive curt iculum evokiation vep'; (owillex proLe.

This assertion is reasonable for no other reason than the variety of

variables,' such as the following, that must be attended to.: learner
-1\

achievement, interpersonal communications, power structures, school

organizational climates, variety and quality of instructional resources

a.vailable,'and societal norms concerning education. With such a variety

of concerns vying for attention, an evaluation project must define

evaluation and differentiate the goal from the functions if the evaluation

process is to contribute to the curriculum under' scrutiny,, In an

oft-cited work, Scriven (1967) defined evaluation as a methodological

activity in the following manner.

The activity consists simply in the gathering and
combining of performance data with a weighted set
of goal scales to yield either comparative or
numerical ratings and in the justification cirf (a)

the data gathering instruments, (h) the weighting
and (c) the selection of goals." (p, 40)

Expanding on this definition, Scriven stated that evalaution should not

only collect and analyze data, but should make judgments and report

these judgments publicly.

Another significant definition of evaluation was developed by the

Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation (Stufflebeam,

1971):

"[Valuation is the prol(2,-,,, of delineating, obtaining
1n 1 providing uwini information tor judging decision
alternative'," (p, XXV)

In contrast to Scriven, the author; of thic., definition emphasize that

evaluation is a continuing process which provides information that

should guide decision making, not produce judgments, The authors of

these respective definitions agree that evaluation is a process whereby

3
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data die qat holed hir lho 1)111110'A' f/f do( WA mig, tut disa(on, on

who is to make the decisions, The issue of who makes the decisions

may not be central if the scope of the curriculum evalaution is limited

to a small scale project and the curriculum developers are also serving

as evaluators.. When curriculum development and subsequent evaluation

of the.curriculu. occurs fn educational settings whether at the local

district or building level, or within higher education at the college

or department level, the developer' and evaluator roles may be assumed

by the same individuals. It is assumed that under the.se circumstances

the curriculum is being designed for a particular educational setting

with no grandiose plans for marketing the curriculum regionally or

nationally. Under these conditions, decision nuking in regard to the

effectiveness of curriculum components is a viable goal and violates

neither Scriven's nor the POL comittee's formulations of the concept

"evaluation,

With an .evaluation goal in mind, attention must he directed to the

functions of the evaluation process. These functions may be directed

either to the development, execution, and implementation of a curriculum

or to the nolitical and economic support for the curriculum (Zais,

1916, p. 377). Because of the different emphase- that are possible,

it i-, difficult to develop a single generalized model for curriculum

evaluation. (41 d note,houever, numerous ton(eptual models

outlining va) iow. typo', of cv,floolion how IH oh ,olv,imoll durInq `Ili`

past decade. For example, the Countenance Model (`,toke, 1967), Formative

and Summative Evaluation (Scriven, 1967), the Modus Operandi Method

(c)criven, 1974), the LIPP (content, Input, Process, Product) EvalOation

4
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Modl!1 UlilehOdM, PI (11, 19/1), Di.,(toponly Modol (Povir,, 19/11,

and the Center fur the Study of Evaluation (CSE) Model (Atkin, 1974)

are among the more familiar models.: These model i (1001 i fy critical

decision-making points along the continuum of processes occurring in

curriculum development, particularly, the development sequence championed

by Tyler (1950) and sustained by Taba (1962).

Once a model is selected or created from the theoretical con-

structs provided by the various models, the evaluator is face with

pragmatic issues of identifying appropriate instruent.ation, selecting

the sample, and analyzing the data. In his definition of evaluation,

Scri ven refers to the issue of combining data with weighted goal scales

to produce numerical ratings and to the justification of those "weightings:"

This weighting construct is riguine and should infl ience data

analysts significantly. Weicnhtinq the data sources tennis of their

relatiye importance prior to data collection appears to be what Scri von

is suggesting when he discusses the primary, secondary, and tertiary

effects of the curriculum on the various actors affected by the

curriculum, the-effects of the materials on the learners' mental and

nonmental abilities and atti tildes are labeled as the primary effects

of the curriculum. Secondary effects of the curriculum affect those

individuals who implement the curriculum, namely, teachers, teacher

while' tot-limy ofioLt are !how on the

a,(hool or other= ;Indents brought uhout by learner'; or teachers who

exhibit the primary or secondary effects (Seri von, 1961, pp. 74-82)

If primary effects such as achievement data, attitude data,

and subsequent fol low-up informal ion are obtained from learners , should

5
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all of these ddta sources have equal weighticnO Mgreovor, if uod.

effects, such as supervisor and/or principal ratings of program effective-

ness are collected and combined, with the primary effects,, what "weights"

should these data sources assume? Rather than assign decision weights

a_priorj, this project was undertaken to develop a procedure whereby

various data were collected, treated to determine decision weights, then

combined in a mathematical decision equation. Specifically, the develop-

ment and implementation of a procedure to empirically weight the data

was an ancillary goal of this project, while the prima.ry goal was the

mathematical integration of weighted data to evaluate the quality of

curriculum components,

Mathematical Decision Making - Teo Examples

In these illustrations,' a three phase collection plan was

implemented to obtain longitudinal data from a competency based

teacher preparation program. Both the data collection plan and the

curriculum are discussed elsewhere (Denton, 1977). It is felt how-

ever, that the techniques described herein for producing decision

expressions can be generalized to other settings and curricula,

Two curriculum components, namely, performance objectives and self

analysis skills, were selected from the curriculum to demonstrate the

stati-,tia1 tot hnigues and comotational procedure,: !Iced to yield

decision weiiiht,s and ultimately, the respective decision equations.

tiiven !mho,. the collection plan, a larqo number of variables

(174) resulted for each indiviudal in the sample. However, logical

relations between variables from each phase of the collection plan

41
and the criterion variable-(candidate achievement measure/instructional

6
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unit) reda(ed toe WIllber of pot en! ;al predic for ea(h Curriculum

component to a manageable nunber, namely, seven for the performance

objectives unit and nine for the self analvsi 0111, unit.

The initial statistical treatment_ involved the procedure

from the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (Barr and I;ondnight, 1972).

This procedure performed multiple regressions to the dependent variable

with the predictors identified in the preceding step. Maximum variance

(R
2

= .367) was accounted for by incorporating all seven of these

variables for the curriculum component dealing with performance objective;:

Type of
Variable

Criterion

Predictor

Predictor'

SywHol Pescription of Variable

ALIIP Candidate achievement value for performance
ohjectiw curriculum component. Numerical
value represents the nowher of objectives
achieved by the former candidate over this
topic:

PLCYP, NImber of remediation attempt; initiated
by the (andiOate during the curriculum
component, on performance objectives,

CS1g Classroom Supervisor of Student Teacher
rating en the relation of test, items to
performance ohjectivec both of which were
developed by the candidate during his student
teaching experience.

Predictor (NH'

Predictor

Predictor

Classroom Supervisor of 'judent Teacher
combined ratings on the development and use
of performance objective-,.by the teaching
(Indidate during his. ;tndent teaching

experience,

Univerci'Supervisor' of Student Teacher
.ting on the relation of te,,t. item; to
performance objective-,, hotn of which were
(1,o:eloped by the student teacher,

USBT ,mniversity Supervisor of Student Teacher com-
Dined ratings on the development and use of
nerformance c,jectivec by the teaching candidate
oaring the student teaching experience.
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T,.pe of

lariable
Symbol

Description of Variable
Predictor IT

Colbined follow-up survey ratings from firstyear teacher (former candi date) on the-imitiortance of using
perfcrmance objectivesin planning

and conducting
instruction:Predictor PT

Combined follow-up survey ratings from firstyear teacher (former candidate) on the effect-iveness of the preparation program to impartSkills of objective
development for use inplanning and

conducting
instructional units.In the case of the

curriculum component on self-analysis
skills,optimal variance (R2 = .378) Was produced by the

following fivevariables:.

Type of

Variable
Symbol

Description of VaFiable
Criterion ACHE

Candidate achievement value for
self-analysiscurriculum component, numerical valuerepresents the number of objectives achievedby the former candidates,

Predictor

Predictor

Predirtor

PECYE
Nuntlet-of remediation attempts initiated bythe candidate

during the curriculum com-ponent on
self-analysis skills.

CI,23
f,lascroom Supervisor of Student Teachertilting on the candidatio,,

ability toself-analyze his
instructional skills.

LSET

Predictor
If 1

Predictor
PET

Supe visor of Student Teacher combinedratings on the
candidate's ability to useverbal interaction

onalv,sr-, and classifytroche, questions for
putpo'0,,, of

instructional

Lombined -follow-up ',urvev ratings from firstyear teacher (former candidate) on the impor-tance of self analysis
of instructional

skillsto plan a variety
of activities.

Combined follow-up survey ratings from first,year teacher (former candidate) on theeffectiveness of the
preparation program toimpart the skills of
self-analysis forcurriculum planning purposes,

8
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formance objectives and self-aalysis skills curriculum components were

subsequently analyzed by simple (orrelational techniques, This procedure

was undertaken to determine the degree of independence among predictor;

within each set of variables, Tahles 1 and 2 present correlation table5 Or

the variables for each of the curriculum components. these tables reflect

instances of substantial intercorrelations between predictors, (IEr-PET,

CSET-CS28 in Table 1; CS18-CSBT, !'S18 -CSBT, USET-CBST, 1,618-CS18, US18-

USBT, IT-PT, USBT-CS18 in Table 2). These variables wcie not removed from

the predictor dependent variable sets at this point, but concern for

tne possibility of suppression variables being present in the respective

variable sets was heightened. Suppression variables result when two

or more predictors are sufficiently intercorrelated and have quite

different correlations with the dependent variables; and while the

suppression variable may increase the total variance of the model, the

interpretation of the unique contribution of this variable to the model

is not clear, Moreover, the existence of a suppression variable is

signalled when the sign of its regression coefficient is opposite

the sign of its simple correlation with the criterion (Garms, Note),

Insert Tables 1 & 2

Subsequent to the correlation analysis, a wgression procedure,

entitled maximum k-AbAll ifflptovelftnt, wx, used lo produce prediction mod,,vk

for the two curriculum components under consideration, This procedure

first finds the one variable model producing the greatest R2 value, Then

9
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another variable, one which will yield the greatest increase in

variance accounted for, is added. After the two-variable model is

obtained, each of the variables in the model is compared to each

variable not in the model, This procedure determines if removing

the variable in the model and replacing it 44th the excluded variables

will increase R
2

. This comparing - and - switching process is repeated

until the optimal arrangement of predictions in the model are

found (Barr and Goodnight, 1972): Results of these analyses are

presented in Tables 3 and 4. The r values for both re.gression models

were determined to be significant, namely, F = 2.65, p .03 (performanLe

objectives), and F = 3.29, p .02 (self-analysis ckills).

Insert Tables 3 & 4

The probable existence of suppression variables in the regression

models was initially realized when the correlation analyses were

conducted among the variables in the two data set-.. ((Intimation of

the r existence, resulted however. Olen the ,,ign of tho' beta value

of each predictor ww, compared moll the sign of the coirelation co-

eff'cient between the predictor and dependent variables, Suppression

variables identified in this 'Himmel included MN mid CW' from the

wriuvilLIncp objectives curriculum fomponent, and r, and Plar.

from the self-analysis skillc, unit Because of till', finding. these

variables were omitted from further consideration since the variance

attributed to suppression variables defies explanation.

The regression procedure implemented for the prediction models

produced partial sums of squares for each surviving predictor which

10
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!wi.dcw, UP, Hy°, ,mu, t,ight, lot= t hp remaining vat 1,1111er, in the dec

equations, Subs'ituting these values into the generalized expression,

Y min I . X., produced the following decision equation for the per-

formance objectives component:

i min 54 X
3'15 f '57 XIT

f .21 Xpr f .

CBS(
+

'16 XRECYB

while the decision eguat+fm, for the self-analysis still component assumed

the form:

Y min 7.17 v(srr + 3.56 XIIT.

Substituting the mean values (Table 5) for each variable in each

equation and performing the arithmetic operations yielded 31.48 for

the performance objectives curriculum component. and 07.65 for the

self-aral,sis skill curriculum component. These values were compared

with criterion values (Y min) calculated for each equation based on

maximal values for each decision variable (Table 5) multiplied by

0 ,75 accomplishment factor. The resulting criterion values for the

411

Performance objectives component was 30.64 while the cut-off value

for the ;elf-analysis skills component was 120./1. Clearly, the

calculated value for the self-analysis component (97.65), did not

reach the criterion value of 120,712 Conves-sely, the calculated

value ( ;1.18) to, the perfolnwmo ohlrOivw; «milmniq0 emeeded the

cut-ott value of 311.64. Comparing the magnitude ,. ol the calculated

decision VditiQ'x ()IX) with tne iwg)ective criterion vdlum, (Y min)

for each compnont iustifIes: the decision to extew,IvoIy revise

or delete the curriculum component on self analysis skills, and

the decision to retain the performance objectives component in the

11
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Discussion

A cursory examination of the results of thew a,ialv:es sugge,,t,,

that the goals of this pi ojei-t. wet e achieved, Ilrnvr.,rr a number of

assumptions, observations, And decisions were made which heretofore

have not been addressed, first, curriculum evaluation as practiced here

assumed the performance objective to be the basic organizational

element in curriculum design. Instructional activities and assessments

were directly related to performance objectives in the. various com-

ponents, thereby allowing the;'', curricular el,ment,, to he isolated'

.
tor evaluation.

'1.

Second, another assumption of this project wac, that candidate

achievement data obtained from criterion-referenced test; could serve

Jl functions. One function of the data was to provide course pro-

gress indicators for the candidate's course giade, while the second

function was to evaluate the effectiveness of curriculum coroonents
) e

related to particular objectivf In the case of ',tudont progress,

w,sesw,ent data were treated idioqraphically, that i ,. the candidate

was the unit of nalyejs. Howevo-- for the second function, program

ceraluation, the achievemont data flre treated normatively. This data

holifOt to hr aunt dppropt at far I hp ( r I I (,t inn idri din ).

11'0,d In del 1V111(1 the Wel (1/1 1 1')1 1 he ;j011 iludt bet ou-,e Of

iw 1,11 I oh III I hc.',0 (1,111 IO 1111 )( 1.1(111,11 (111,1)(ao.n1. and lwr d

of the careful attention and thought afforded the tests by the candidate...

Moreover, Scriven's position on eavoff evaluation (1967, pp. 59-62)

lends credence to the application of an achievement data set as the

12
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criterion vaiiable in the de( iyinn proceY.

Third, only endogenous variables</those which occur as a result

of events within the curriculum, will 1.)e considered as potential

elements in a curriculum decision egdation. The logic. of this

decision rests on the idea that adjustments of the curriculum can

influence the magnitude of these variables, whereas exogenous variables,

such as personality traits of an jndividual ciIlii h r6p n,ternal to the

curriculum, cannot be modified by changes iii the curriculum.

fourth, considerations for weighting the data ranged from intuitively

assigning decision weights to devising a multi;tep procedure which

provide; empirical justification for the assigned weight;: Since the

data available afforded numerous variables, and the criterion variable

was known, 'egression procedures wore considcred viable for quantifyin(1

the "weighting" process, Pegres;lon procedures are relatively free

of operational assumptions, and !I'd, be readily employed given

appropriate computer software, namely, user oriented statistical.

packages. Further, maximum ltd iivrovement regression analysis yields

two Important elements in weighting the data:

a) the pair ial sums of squares values which indicate the

unique contribution of each predictor to the overall variance

in the regression model (1)raper, Smith, 1966).

b) beta value, for f.?c1( rr V11 1 1)10 which 'wry(' I n verity whether

that predictor is a suptessor variable (('alms, 19(1'3),

lifth, the generalized first order linear equation,

Y min : nl lxi Xi, for evaluating the curriculum components resulted

after considering odiettIN- transfomations of the data sets (reciprocal,

13
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hpp ithmic, squate root, and higher
order model; pm!) would enhance

the decision equations, For these adjustments, the appropriate choice
should he made on the basis of previous knowledgc about.' the effect of
the transformation on the variable.'

Usually, this conditiDn is not
known, for example: What is Ulf, instructional significance of using
the natural logarithm (lne) of a supervisor's

numerical rating? Or
how does this

transformation influence the statistical analysis? These
questions illustrate potential unknown effects of possible data trans-
formations. In addition, the linear regression which yields. the

decision weights will not be statistically significant if the first
order model digresses Ioo far from linearity, Because of these

observations, the decision was wide to use the generalized
expression

with first order
variables rattle!' than resort to data transformations

which would increase the complexity of the equation;.

Finally, the relations of decision
variables to the criterion were

limited to the range of observations
from which the decision weights

were derived. the significance of this observation is that each time
a curricular compo6ent Is to be evaluated a unique decision equation
must be developed.

lo view of these assumptions, observations, and limitations of
the' evAlnatIon pro(,e',,,, one may questron whether the project cloak were
dOud11/ achieved. lo )w,olve, this concern, recow,ider the primary
q0,11 of the Inole0 and the ',top-, Laeo to a«ompli,,h lt, Fssentially,
the goal called for the mathematical

integration of weighted data into
decision eqqatidis for curricular evaluation, The following procedure;

t were developed to:accomplish
thie,

14
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1) Ident,1 f y.1110 ppten.1 ht1 (1o( is' ion vir I h i';

accomplished by determining the logical predictors among

the array of predictor variables that are available.

2) Selecting decision variables A multiple correlation pro-

cedurecedure hicorporating the variables identified in step one

is performed with the criterion variable to determine the

"optimal combination" of decision variables. this "optimal

combination" depends on the axiom, maximum variance with

minimum variables.

3) Checking Relation Among Predictors Simple correlation

coefficients are calculated among all variables identified

in Step 2, This procedure is undertaken to determine the

decree of independence among predictors. High correlations

between predictors indicate a violation of the assumption

of regression procedures, i.e., independence of predictor

varioble,,,and signals the prospect of suppression variables,

4) Determining decision - weights - A regression procedure

is conducted with the decision variable', identified' in

Step 2. This procedure yields an overall f-test for the

regression model, as well as F values for each decision

variable in the model, ff the overall I value is not

,ign dit , infhLo ini vorion( 4 01 ( I'd lor by the

do( i vdriobl(". i or tin' regre,...ion is not

linear, the process to dotermine a decision -equation terminates

at this point for the imtructional LoMponent under consideration,

Conversely, if the overall F value is significant, the decision

15
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weight for each vat iahl as,tiine', t110 11111'k' I I( di V(11(10 (1I illy

partial sums of squares fur that variable. the direction-

ality (arithmetic sign) of the decision weight assumes the

sign of the beta value for the variable provided the sign

Of the' simple correlattbn bettiqeen that, variable and the

criterion correspond to the sign of the beta value.

5) Incorporating decision weights into a decision equation

The decision weights resulting from the regression pro-

cedure are then substituted into the general expression

Y min -

n-1
I

xi i

X to complete the decision equation.

6) Solvinj decision equation - The expression on the right side

of the equation is solved by adding the products of the

respective decision weight variable means together. The

expression Y min is determined in much the same manner

except maximum values replace the mean values. The resulting

sum is then multiplied by a ,75 accomplishment factor. This

value was selected as the acomplishwynt factor' because of

potential positive bias on rating scales and perception

instruments, and the intuition that an instructional program

chould not be considered effective unless it is compared with

a fairly rigorous but attainable standard. Interpretation

Of flin lostillc of these calculation', depend on the relative

magnitudes of the ,,oluion;; if the value: of Y min exceeds,

the value on the right of the exPreY,Ion revision of

the instructional component should be seriously considered.

That these steps represent a functional process depends on whether

16
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impleiwn'atien bd. occurred and yielded ro,,ult., olii,h ow meaningful.

Penults of the evaluations included in this papr have Illustrated

that indeed these steps are feasible and do provide oovirical support

for curriculum decisions. In essence, this prele0 ha,, operationalized
..,

the integration of longitudinal data sets into a oeneralized mathematical

expression for rendering precise curricular decisions.

17
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Table 1

Correlation Matrix of Predictor and Dependent Variables
in Decision Structure for Self Analysis Module

CSET IFT PET

ACHE

RUYE -.03

CS ?8 ,07 .13

(SLT_______ .12 .09t-

1LT .05 .12

PET
_ .2 -,31

..-

ACHE criterion Variable



(

T

PI

PE Lai'
4--

CS18

1151s

ACHB

( 111 I if uIum ne( i on, .

labin 2

Correlation Matrix of Predictor and Dependent VdrIables
in Decision Structure for Performance Objectives Module

.

/11.111; - Criterion variable

11

.06 . 1 ?

.86 -.03--------

-.01

PI

.22

.04

-.02

.47

PI In CS18 I H';18

,00 .27 I .4/

.07 ,77

.02 .46 .61... _

-.02 .03 .00

.13 .15

05

19
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Table 3

Maximum R2 Improvement Regression Procedure for the Perndent Variable:
Learner Achievement on the Performance Objectives Instuctional Component

Source SS PIS POI) R
?

"egression 7 6.024 .R61 2.654 .03 .367

Pesidual 32 10.376 ,324

total 39 16.400

Source Partial SS

0s18

IT

PT

1;`)BT .20

,54

vs, 1 .4/

(.YU .1()

3.15

. 57

. 24

b value

.67

.07

.05

-.03

.0 3

-.29

20
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Tdhle 4

Maximum R
2

Imrovpment Regression Procedure for the 11Prrn1Qnt Variable:
learner Achievement on the Self-Analysis Skills Instruct:lona] Component

Source

Pegression

Residual

Total

SS tl';

5 11:311 2.21,2

27 18.568 .688

32* 29.879

Source Partial SS

HET

PET

CS28 2,19

IET .40

P[CYE .08

7.17

3.56

b value

.17

.16

-,05

.06

r.

Prob

3.9Q0 .380

* Missing data reduced the sample of this regression.

21
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Table 5

Means and Maximum Values of Independeni. Variables
Used in Decision Equations

Curriculum Components

Vaiiable

Performance Objectives

X Max X

Self Analysis Skills

Variable Max X

P| L\8 1.47 5.0 CSET 8,47 15

HS18 4.48 5.0 PEr 10,37 15

(SBT 21-.I0 30.0

Ii 6.88 10.0

:IT 7.53 10.0

22
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